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Karel Martens, Recent Work. Photo: Sebastian Bach

ven after four ear of programming, the New York torefront P! ha managed to elude an form
of archetpal galler claification. The freewheeling pirit of P! can e attriuted to it
founder, Prem Krishnamurthy, whom man reading thi log know from hi graphic deign
tudio, Project Projects. Prem’ profound undertanding of oth graphic deign and curating
elucidate intereting relationhip etween the two dicipline. In each how Prem make it a
priorit to juxtapoe work from a pectrum of field in order to quetion oundarie and reveal
connection etween eemingl diparate practice. It i thi ort of inter-diciplinar approach in
P!’ programming that we at the Walker deign tudio find o engaging.
If ou’ve unwittingl happened upon the pace over the ear, ou are jut a likel to find a
reading room, experimental techno celeration, or currenc exchange tation. In repone to the
diverit of work, the architecture of P! find itelf an active collaorator; evolving to create a
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unique patial context for each how. At one point thi meant a green ceiling under the guidance of
a feng hui mater; at another, it evolved into a new galler altogether under the name K. Kicking
off the final eaon in the torefront i the exhiition Karel Martens, Recent Work. The how i an
appropriate ookend, not onl ecaue of Marten’ participation in the inaugural P!
how, Process 01: Joy (2012) ut the wa man of hi piece occup the amiguou ground
etween graphic deign and contemporar art.
In the following interview we dicu Recent Work, the relationhip etween Prem’ deign and
curatorial practice, and what’ next for P! after the torefront.

Karel Martens, Recent Work, opening. Photo: Emily Smith
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The Ceiling Should Be Green (天花板應該是綠色的), curated by Prem Krishnamurthy and Ali Wong. Artists: Mel
Bochner, Rico Gatson, Tony Labat, Ohad Meromi, Shana Moulton, Connie Samaras, Jessica Stockholder, Wong
Kit Yi, Wen Yau (2013). Photo: Naho Kubota
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Michal Helfman, I’m so broke I can’t pay attention (2015). Photo: Sebastian Bach

Ben Schwartz: To egin, could ou tell u a it aout putting together the current how, Karel

Marten, Recent Work? Given Marten’ hitor with printed matter, I’m particularl curiou aout
the incluion of a culptural piece a well a a video intallation.
Prem Krishnamurthy: I’ve worked with Karel now a numer of time. He wa included in the firt

how at P!, Proce 01: Jo, and wa one of the reaon wh I opened a galler in the firt place.
ince that initial exhiition, we’ve worked on a numer of other project and preentation of hi
work in other venue, ut thi i hi firt olo how at P!
Our pat project with Karel have focued primaril on hi letterpre monoprint, hi et known
work apart from hi commiioned graphic deign. Although Karel ha alwa worked acro
media and cale, there han’t een a venue for thee work to e hown. We’ve een developing
Recent Work together for nearl a ear; the longer timeframe preented an opportunit for Karel to
think through hi work ince the 1950 and pick up on a numer of trand that he’ wanted to
develop further. For example: the clock piece, Three Time (in lue and Yellow), i a new work ut
it origin range ack to Karel’ earl kinetic clock work of the 1960. And the interactive
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intallation, Icon Viewer, i an extenion of the cutom icon-pixel language that Karel developed
nearl 15 ear ago. o there i an incredile amount of continuit within the work.

Karel Martens, Three Times (in Blue and Yellow) (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach

One of the thing that I admire aout Karel’ practice i that he ha emraced technolog with a
ene of openne and curioit. Although graphic deign ha changed radicall over the nearl 60
ear ince he tarted, Karel ha adopted ucceive tool and continued to ta on top of
contemporar method. Thi ha allowed him to puh hi idea aout color, pattern, reproduction,
and form further, o that the don’t remain tatic, and to experiment in different dimenion and
media.
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Karel Martens at the opening of Recent Work. Photo: Emily Smith

BS: In pat how P!’ role ha extended eond what one would tpicall expect from a galler. In

man wa the pace ecome an active element that work in tandem with the artit. Would ou
conider Recent Work a collaorative effort?
PK: Thi raie the open-ended quetion around the place of deign and curating within the

roader realm of artitic production. P!’ role—a well a m own—in a given exhiition modulate
greatl aed on the circumtance. In ome exhiition, we have a trong hand in formulating the
initial framework and creating the context that ring everthing together. In thi exhiition, a in
other olo preentation, our role wa quieter et till preent.
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Karel Martens, A4 Wallpaper (2013/2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach

Karel’ exhiition emerged from the tart a a dialogue etween u, ut with hi practice, rather
than a dicrete curatorial premie, at it center. We’ve een in cloe converation from the tart to
decide how to approach the exhiition, what work to dipla, and how to how them. Together
we made model, plan, and elevation of the exhiition, atted around idea for each part of the
how, determined which new work needed to e produced, and edited down from a larger a et of
work and project. However, Karel i ultimatel the author of the work and exhiition.
At the ame time, I think that thi particular how couldn’t have taken place right now in another
pace, whether in New York or elewhere. It repreent a confluence of Karel’ work and the
unique profile of P!, along with m approach to curating exhiition. Together the generate a
ituation that goe eond the individual component.
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First P! logo by Karel Martens, 2012, reinstalled in 2016. Photo: Sebastian Bach

BS: You and Karel eem to have a ver cloe relationhip. Over the ear, what have ou learned

from him a oth a curator and a deigner?
PK: ach of the artit whom I work cloel with at P! challenge m idea and force me to grow.

I’m thinking here of Céline Condorelli, Aaron Gemmill, Mathew Hale, Maram Jafri, Chritopher
Kulendran Thoma, Wong Kit Yi, and man other. I’ve alo had the pleaure of exhiiting figure
from an older generation—deigner, artit, writer, muician, and more—who have een
fundamental to m own thinking. I conider melf luck to have had a chance to learn from their
deep experience and widom, while alo expoing them to new audience and approache. Thi
include not onl Karel, ut alo rian O’Dohert and laine Lutig Cohen. I am terril ad that
laine jut paed awa recentl, ut he remain an ongoing inpiration for me through her
unique work, life, and generou emrace of new idea.
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Elaine Lustig Cohen, solo exhibition at The Glass House (2015). Photo: Andy Romer Photography

Over thee pat ear, Karel ha taught me a lot. ome thing are practical and aethetic: for
example, how he think aout hanging a how, which i ver related to how he arrange a laout on
a page. Rather than hanging a how according to claical curatorial or mueum approache, he
ue other tructure like grid and margin, which give hi intallation an unuual energ and
frehne.
A more fundamental thing that I’ve learned from working with Karel i how he like to leave ome
thing unfinihed and open-ended. I can tend to e ver, ver tructured and tr to control nearl
ever detail. Working with Karel, I’ve oerved hi tendenc to e precie aout certain apect of a
piece or exhiition ut quite relaxed aout other. I think thi i what allow the work to reathe.
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Karel Martens’ studio, Full Color, Roma Publications

For thi how, we were tring to ettle on the order of the monoprint in the wall grid. A we laid
them down to look, I egan to huffle them around in order to achieve the “perfect equence.” I
wa attempting to account for their ize, color, formal relationhip, and other variale. After a
while, Karel aid, “Prem, it’ done. Don’t worr o much aout it. The’ll all look good next to each
other.” I proteted and tried to keep fiddling with it, ut eventuall had to admit that he wa right.
Karel alo ha a Dutch ene of work/life alance—o he tend get a eer or dinner at 6 pm, even if
he come ack to the tudio or exhiition pace later on. I’m till tring to learn from him here,
too!
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Karel Martens, Recent Work, installation view. Photo: Sebastian Bach

BS: I’ve alwa loved that aout hi peronal work, the wa intuition and pontaneit pla a large

role in hi proce. ach move i a reaction to what’ alread on the page and to what he’ feeling at
a particular moment. The deciion-making proce eem oppoitional to graphic deign, where
there i the need to jutif ever aethetic move.
PK: You’re right, ut it’ a pecific cae with Karel. He’ een working for nearl 60 ear and o i

trul a mater of hi field. ven hi intuitive deciion aout form, color, and tpograph arrive
with an incredile degree of innate practice and knowledge.
When I wa ounger, I ued to e a real perfectionit a a tpographer. I wanted even the mot
aic tpeetting to e aolutel precie and complete. omething I’m working on in m deign
and curatorial practice i to have more trut and confidence, to let go jut a little it. Chri Wu,
whom I work with at Project Project, tried to convince me ear ago that great deign i
ometime all aout the geture—jut the right geture can work perfectl.
The quetion of context and what’ alread on the page i alo ver ignificant here. For Karel, a
for melf, there i an interet in what exit efore one tep into a given ituation a a graphic
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deigner. Thi happen with hi monoprint: he chooe to print on thing that alread have a pat
life and a formal order. It’ a kind of reccling ut alo a repone to omething that’ alread there.
For me, it’ aout a ene of making hitor viile.
everal ear ago, I wa leading the deign of the ignage program for the Yale Univerit Art
Galler. There had alread een a numer of ignage program that had exited over the ear
efore we were commiioned. Rather than approaching the project  tarting from cratch, I
decided that we would retain apect of thoe older ignage program, laering our own tem on
top. Thi lend the viewer a richer ene of what’ een there efore, and what’ till to come.

Project Projects, design for Yale University Art Gallery signage (2010). Photo: Naho Kubota

Thi i how I approach exhiition pace, too. I don’t look at the galler pace a eing a taula
raa, lank late, or white cue. One apect of m exhiition-making i that I conider the
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architecture and hitor of a pace a inflecting whatever’ diplaed in it. A how in a galler i jut
one more archaeological laer added to the top.
When preparing P!’ pace for it final ear of programming, I opted to remove a cork floor that
had exited ince earl 2015 and expoe the floor panel elow. In doing o, I realized that the are
nearl a work in their own right. The vinl flooring, which ha een here ince I took the leae,
make viile a hitor of the pat floorplan of the torefront, and how it ha changed over thee
pat four ear. While intalling Karel’ how, I recognized the connection for the firt time: the
wa that I treat exiting pace relate directl to how Karel overprint on exiting card and
ephemera. oth are a form of palimpet, jut in different dimenion and cale.
BS: For Karel, I’m curiou aout what he’ reponding to on the found material. I he paing

attention to content or i he more focued on formal relationhip?
PK: He decrie it a eing a comination of oth apect. On the one hand, he doen’t like to

print omething with a direct relationhip to what’ alread on the card, a it can reult in feeling
too illutrative. On the other hand, a he mentioned in the New York Times T Magazine, he ee the
tpewriting and taular tpograph on the found card a eing a form of concrete poetr—the
poetr of adminitration—which inpire him to print on top of them.
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Karel Martens, Untitled (2016) Letterpress monoprint on found card, 8 × 5 inches, unique

BS: I think thi current how of Karel Marten occupie an intereting pace in regard to graphic

deign and contemporar art. Karel i of coure a eminal graphic deigner, ut the work eing
hown i uncommiioned. Did ou ever feel the need to make the ditinction etween deign and
art when putting together Recent Work?
PK: I don’t make that ditinction; rather, I tr to look at the unique value and qualitie of oject,

regardle of what genre the elong to. Karel i foundational to the program of P! ecaue he
occupie thi amiguou ground etween art and deign. He make work that are not
commiioned, ut ometime the form that he create in hi monoprint make their wa ack into
hi commiioned graphic deign work. There i a health ack and forth. oth hi commiioned
and uncommiioned work are equall eautiful.
In Karel’ cae, I ee thi a a kind of viual reearch. He’ pent the lat 60 ear experimenting
with form and color, contituting a od of knowledge and practice that flow into all of hi
different work. In thi wa, he occupie an in-etween pace. For much of the hitor of the 20th
centur avant-garde, there wan’t a trong ditinction etween applied and “free work.” Thi
overlap, exemplified in Karel’ work toda, i at the heart of m interet and wh I wanted to
include him in P!’ program from the firt how. We’re in a hitorical era in which there i a trong
oundar etalihed etween dicipline—which ha much le to do with intrinic ditinction
and much more to do with the market and how different kind of laor are currentl valued.
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Karel Martens, Architecture as a Craft (2009); Karel Martens, Terra Incognita posters (1995)

I alwa ak melf with Karel’ work and that of other I’m intereted in: Who care whether
people call it graphic deign or art right now, ut what’ thi going to look like in 50, 100, or 1,000
ear? Man of the thing that we value mot from pat generation ma have once een functional,
whether the’re potter, printed remnant, or cave painting. The had one relevance in their
original moment ut the’ve alo maintained their integrit. Their relevance to u now i that the
have acquired a new meaning, which i in exce of the original purpoe.
On a panel that I organized recentl at the New York Art ook Fair 2016 with Karel and David
Reinfurt (of Dexter Sinister and O-R-G), Karel aid omething that reall reonated with me. To
paraphrae him, if ou’re making a piece of graphic deign and ou’ve jut fulfilled the project’
aignment, then ou’ve onl done half of the work. There i a large part of deign that goe
eond functional requirement; perhap thi apect contriute to what make the work enduring
in the long term.
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BS: Although ou mentioned not looking at a hard and fat line etween graphic deign and fine

art, with P! do ou feel a particular reponiilit to give graphic deign more repreentation in the
galler pace?
PK: ince I come from a ackground in graphic deign, it’ one of the ke context and odie of

knowledge that I carr with me everwhere I go. Graphic deign i an emedded filter for how I
think aout the world. In a roader ene, the hitor of graphic deign i extremel intertwined
with larger narrative of hitorical and contemporar viual practice. It’ impoile to dientangle
deign from how we look at art ince the eginning of the 20th centur. eond the croover of
the dicipline and practitioner, even the reproduction, pulication, and diemination of art ha
een traditionall mediated through graphic deign.
When I conider what to place into an exhiition pace, it’ quite natural to me for thoe thing to
come from the different world with which I engage, whether contemporar art, graphic deign,
muic, or writing. However, with graphic deign in particular, I have tended to come at it from
two direction. ometime I’ll how thing from a graphic deign context that I think are
compelling within a roader dicoure; other time, I preent contemporar art project that
might reonate with graphic deign in a ignificant wa.
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Vahap Avşar, Lost Shadows, [AND Museum] (2015). Photo: Sebastian Bach

In thi latter categor, I have in mind exhiition we’ve done with artit uch a Vahap Avşar, who
worked with the archive of a defunct Turkih potcard compan to make new potcard for
ditriution. Another example i Maram Jafri, who examine hitorie of conumer product from
an anthropological and artitic perpective. Her how at P!, Economy Corner—I think one of our
et—wa an exhiition aout economic, randing, market, and cla, while alo eing legile a
a how aout tpograph, even if that’ not Maram’ primar interet. Another crucial how for
me from our fourth eaon wa Pangrammar, a freewheeling and highl peronal exhiition that
mapped m interet in the overlap etween tpograph and art in a looe, aociative wa. 
mixing work that were art and deign, new and old, unique and multiple, within a ingle
idioncratic curatorial tructure, it getured toward the more open-ended et critical wa I’d
like thee field to e looked at.
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Maryam Jafri, Economy Corner (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach
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PANGRAMMAR, Various artists (2015). Photo: Sebastian Bach

BS: When ou do include graphic deign in particular how, it’ never reall looking inward at

the practice itelf. I’m thinking of the Anton Stankowski and Klaus Wittkugel show; although oth
graphic deigner, the work eemed to point outward toward larger idea aout at and Wet
German. The dipla of graphic deign eem ver different than a, Graphic Design: Now in
Production here at The Walker. How doe ringing deign into a galler context change the
viewer’ relationhip with the work?
PK: It’ good that ou ring up Graphic Deign: Now in Production. A ou know, Project Project
collaborated with the Walker on the graphic identit of the how; I then directed the exhiition

deign for it New York preentation  the Cooper Hewitt. In fact, the how immediatel
preceded P!’ opening and urel influenced ome of m deciion. Curated  Andrew lauvelt
and llen Lupton along with a team of other, Graphic Deign: Now in Production took a more
claical approach to diplaing graphic deign, organizing it according to project, pecific media
tpe, and functionalit.
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Graphic Design: Now In Production, Walker Art Center (2011).
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Project Projects with Leong Leong, exhibition design for Graphic Design: Now In Production, Governors Island
(2012). Photo: Prem Krishnamurthy

Thi i quite different from m curatorial approach. For me, context i extremel important in
looking at deign oject—for whom and wh wa omething made?—ut I’m equall compelled
 a work’ roader ignificance, whether aethetic, conceptual, cultural, or ideological. The
challenge i how to make thee regiter legile within the exhiition etting, which I’ve tried to
addre in a numer of wa. The Wittkugel / tankowki exhiition wa one approach, which
involved uing particular trategie of contemporar art dipla to preent hitorical graphic deign
work, freeing it from ome of it aggage while alo ituating it within roader political dicoure.
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OST UND oder WEST, Klaus Wittkugel and Anton Stankowski (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach
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OST UND oder WEST, Klaus Wittkugel and Anton Stankowski (2016). Photo: Sebastian Bach

I’m committed to an approach to preenting deign that doe not eparate it from other field of
viual and artitic inquir. That’ not to a that there are no difference etween thee dicipline,
ut rather that I’m intereted in their confluence. I take iue oth with how graphic deign i
exhiited in a cloed-off wa, ut alo with recent exhiition of earl 20th-centur avant-garde
figure that focu primaril on their painting or their culpture, when the made equall
important contriution in graphic deign, photograph, exhiition deign, and eond. 
relegating thee practitioner’ “applied” work to a econdar tatu, the exhiition are actuall
undoing in large part their intended legacie.
Recentl I heard omeone voice that tpical refrain: “Oh, I wonder if graphic deign i till going to
exit in 20 ear.” I’d et that it will, ut that it will look quite different than it doe now. Rather
than navel-gazing, I’m intereted in graphic deign’ potential to look outide of itelf to connect
with other dicoure.
BS: A thi i the lat ear of P! in it phical manifetation, I want to go ack and dicu ome of

the hitor of the pace. A ou mentioned, the firt exhiition wa Proce 01: Jo which explored
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the relationhip etween jo and practice. In the context of our own work, how ha P! een a
ource of jo for ou?
PK: Framing the firt how at P! in thi particular wa wa oth elf-reflective and elf-deprecating.

After all, opening P! alongide m work at Project Project, m teaching, m writing, and
everthing ele wa aicall a choice to doule or triple m workload! And then to focu firt
how around laor and name it Jo wa alo a lightl pervere joke. ut it alo had a ver eriou
dimenion. All three of the participant in that firt how—Chaunce Hare, Chritine Hill, and
Karel Marten—had explored, oth implicitl and explicitl, the complex relationhip etween
vocation and avocation, laor and pleaure. The how emraced the fact that much of the mot
ignificant work, of an kind, fall outide of the tpical 9-to-5 workda, while eing part of a
dialectic with thi econom of production.

Process 01: Joy, Chauncey Hare, Christine Hill, Karel Martens (2012). Photo: Naho Kubota
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Process 01: Joy opening (2012). Photo: Judith Gärtner

What creative people produce to make a living i often circumcried into ver pecific
categorie. After the how, I egan to look at what work from omeod’ practice might
e marginalized, and hone in on thoe. If P! ha, in part, created a home for people’ “offproject” that don’t fit in neatl with what the’re necearil known for, then I’d e happ.
P! wa an activit that complemented m work a a graphic deigner at Project Project, and it wa
a project of love. On the other hand, I can’t overetimate how much it ha influenced m own
graphic deign over the pat four ear, a much a the pace ha een informed  the work I had
accomplihed efore it.
BS: That’ actuall a point I wanted to touch on: the relationhip etween our curatorial practice

and graphic deign practice. How have the two influenced each other?
PK: For a numer of ear, I’ve een planning to write a longer text or at leat put together a

lecture aout the relationhip of curating and deign. Mae I’ll have more time to finih thi once
P! on roome treet cloe! I hold that the two field—graphic deign and curating—are quite
imilar in a numer of hitorical, tructural, and practical wa. oth dicipline are focued on
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mediating content rather than necearil generating it themelve. Curator and graphic deigner
alike work with other people, other oject, other idea that are outide of themelve—the’re
exogenou puruit.
A a graphic deigner, ou work with our client to make their content legile for a et of pulic.
A a curator, ou working with artit to tranlate their work and interet to a roader audience
outide of their tudio.

Matrix / Berkeley: A Changing Exhibition of Contemporary Art, edited by Elizabeth Thomas and Project Projects,
book design by Project Projects (2008)

BS: We talked a it aout collaoration. The collaorative dnamic eem at the heart of oth P!

and Project Project. In our deign practice Project Project eem involved at a much deeper
level than a traditional deigner/client relationhip. P!’ involvement a well goe eond the
traditional white cue approach. Can ou talk aout P!’ unique curatorial point of view?
PK: From the eginning, I’ve alwa thought of the pace itelf a an actor. Thi i oth with

regard to P! and more generall when I’m deigning and curating exhiition in other venue. One
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of m fundamental text i rian O’Dohert’ Inside the White Cube. It date ack to 1976, ut
rian’ argument till read quite true, 40 ear later.

Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space (1986) (originally published as a series
of essays in 1976)

I elieve that the context of preentation, the architecture and the dipla of an exhiition, can e
a meaningful a what’ eing hown. One of the firt deciion I made when after I igned the leae
for 334 roome treet wa to talk with Leong Leong, the architecture firm whom I had rought in
to work with Project Project on Graphic Deign: Now in Production in New York (and who now
hare a tudio pace with u). The deigned the pace in a rilliant wa—oth functional and
conceptual, overt and utle in the right wa. Their original deign alo highlighted the context of
the torefront pace and it previou life, a Chinatown HVAC contracting office. Over the ear, a
the pace ha developed through the intervention of artit and m own curatorial idea, Leong
Leong ha remained involved in the converation around how the pace evolve.
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Original architectural design for P! by Leong Leong. Photo: Naho Kubota

More roadl, apart from impl tring to foreground mediation, architecture, and dipla, I have a
trong elief aout elf-reflexivit and tranparenc: ince curating i a dicipline that make thing
viile et alo order the world according to it own agenda, the curatorial act—the ver proce
of framing—ought to itelf e laid are.
One of rian’ core argument from Inide the White Cue i that the white cue galler make
nearl anthing diplaed inide of it into a kind of acral oject, increaing it market value. A a
counter to thi kind of inviile conditioning, I’m intereted in tring to expoe for the viewer how
uch operation contruct value.
Thi i alo omething that figure into much of m deign work. For me, the challenge i not jut
to make a compelling identit, ook, exhiition, or weite that preent it content in a neutral
wa, ut to alo deign it in uch a wa that make the viewer aware of it own mediation and
influence. Undermining one’ own authorit—or at leat, calling it into quetion—i an important
qualit.
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BS: In regard to making thing viile, I feel like a lot of that i coming from plaing with the

context of variou dicipline. Placing work in a galler that ma not tpicall exit there, ut alo
with other practice it ma not normall exit alongide. For example, in Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix
ou put Thoma rinkmann, a DJ, alongide viual artit Katarina urin and emir Alchauk,
the architectural practice Fake Indutrie Architectural Agonim, and a video ea  Oliver Laric.
In creating thee ort of experiment in recontextualization, what are ou hoping to
communicate?

Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix, Semir Alschausky, Thomas Brinkmann, Katarina Burin, Fake Industries Architectural
Agonism, Oliver Laric (2013). Photo: Naho Kubota

PK: Thank ou for reminding me of that how, the lat how of our ver firt ear. It feel like uch

a long time ago! It wa a prett important exhiition to me. It ring up imilar quetion around
how context and juxtapoition affect the meaning of individual oject. Thi particular how wa
alo the concluion of a four-exhiition ccle examining idea of coping, authorhip, and
originalit. The erie had a looping tructure in which artwork, idea, and pecific dipla
trategie echoed each other acro how.
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Through m work a a graphic deigner—ut alo through other interet, including filmic
montage and pchoanali—I’ve learned to work with the principle of juxtapoition: if ou how
multiple oject within the ame frame, whether on a page, in a pace, or within a limited time
period, a connection will e formed etween them in the viewer’ mind.

Thomas Brinkmann performing at opening of Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix opening (2013). Photo: Prem
Krishnamurthy

Thi particular exhiition uggeted a et of conceptual, formal, and methodological relationhip
etween the diparate participant. Thoma rinkmann i an experimental DJ and muician who
had originall tudied art and who ha worked in a wa that reonate with contemporar art
practice. In the exhiition, he howed a cutom two-armed turntale that he developed in the late
1980, which can “doule” an audio track in a pecific wa; at the ame time, it unique farication
evoke a Ruian Contructivit culpture. Katarina urin had developed a fictional female
deigner of the atern uropean avant-garde whoe architectural drawing reonated formall
with rinkmann’ work while imilarl challenging notion of the cop and the original. emir
Alchauk premiered an unuual and intricate painting on paper that remake a well-known
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hitorical painting uing a technique reemling the circular groove of a record. uverting the
entire frame of preentation, Fake Indutrie Architectural Agonim appropriated the temporal
tructure of a recent exhiition at a near galler, in which an artit had hifted the opening hour
of the galler to duk; Fake Indutrie impl changed P!’ hour to mirror thoe (which meant we
were open into the evening, appropriate for the muical context of rinkmann’ work). Finall,
Oliver Laric’ piece wa a kind of cover verion of a cover verion: hi ea film Verion had
appeared in an earlier exhiition of the ccle. Here, an adaptation of the film into a muical pla 
tudent at the Juilliard Academ plaed on a creen, in nearl the ame poition where it had
appeared two how earlier. A kind of uncann douling, taking place over time.
In an cae, that’ jut cratching the urface. There are other wa in which the work poke to
each other. It’ like a livel dinner part: the mot fun one include people who are more different
than alike!

Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix exterior view featuring Fake Industries Architectural Agonism and Semir Alschausky
(2013). Photo: Naho Kubota
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BS: Thi eaon mark the lat eaon for P! in the roome treet pace. I feel like the

torefront ha plaed uch a major role in man exhiition, and it location in Chinatown eem to
e an important factor. What doe the move mean for P!? Doe it have to do with a hift in
ideolog or i it more related to logitic?
PK: A “move” i a light minomer inofar a we are not announcing a new location after thi, at

leat not for now. It’ actuall more that P! i hifting it focu. For it firt five ear, P! exited
primaril a an exhiition program houed in a ingle location, with occaional off-ite
preentation and project. Moving forward, P! will take the hape of a dipered intitution that
can aume and inhait different pace through it programmatic focu. It will till organize
exhiition and preentation, collaorating with mueum and other venue. P! will alo continue
to work with artit, deigner, and other on thee how a well a on producing pulication. o
it’ more of an opening-up of the focu of the organization.
P! a a torefront in Chinatown wa alwa intended a a “limited-time offering,” with a tart and
end date. Thi accompanie the trong narrative component to it program thu far. ach of the
pat eaon or ear of the pace have had a pecific tructure and arc to them; thi even include
the fact that we changed the name of the galler for a five-month period, ecoming another
galler, K. I thought of that moment a our verion of a “pla-within-a-pla.” And a with a literar
work, there ma e an ending, ut that doen’t preclude equel and continuation.
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Various P! logos from 2012–2014 by Karel Martens, Aaron Gemmill, Rich Brilliant Willing, Société Réaliste, Rivet,
and Heman Chong

BS: It eem to me that P! ha alwa een aout evolution, whether that e through a changing

architecture or a flexile identit tem. Now, to not even e tied down to a pecific
location eem like a logical progreion in regard to what’ next.
PK: Ye. P! ha alo repreented an exploration of a different mode of “intitutionalit.” It’ an

outgrowth of m man ear of work with intitution, epeciall thoe that have an unuual, nonnormative hape—uch a SALT in Itanul or the erkele Art Mueum/Pacific Film Archive’
MATRIX project space. I’ve made thi part of m program at P!, allowing it to contantl hift it
profile and viual identit, o that it might appear a omething quite different to it variou
audience.
rick-and-mortar pace are onl one apect of a contemporar intitution. While I’m till
committed to exhiition-making, the next intitutional challenge i how to dipere activitie and
programming et till maintain an audience and a communit.
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Project Projects, identity program for SALT, Istanbul (2010–ongoing)

BS: To cloe thing out, I want to ak a it of a entimental quetion. With an ort of major

miletone I think it’ important to look ack on what ha een accomplihed. Are there an
particular memorie that tand out to ou during our time at the roome treet location?
PK: I liked our quetion aout Thoma rinkmann and the exhiition Permutation 03.4: Re-Mix.

For the opening of that how, there wa a pecial performance where Thoma invited hi New York
friend to ring record to pla on hi pecial doule-armed record plaer. ach original record
wa tranformed into omething like a low, du-inflected huffle, with a tremendou ene of
tuttering rhthm. It turned into an incredile, dance-floor moment, with everone anticipating
what would come next. The floor eemed like it might collape. It wa uch a pecial moment, I
rememer thinking, we could end P! right now, and it would have all een worth it. We’ve alread
accomplihed in a microcom what we originall et out to do: to ring people who would never
otherwie know each other into a pace together, and to create a dialogue.
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"Concept 33" from p-exclamation on Vimeo.
BS: I want to reall thank ou for our time. It’ een exciting following what ou’ve een doing

with P!, and it ha een a real inpiration. Congratulation again on uch an amazing od of work,
I’m looking forward to what’ next.
C O MMEN T S
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